238                              ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.         [ART. 460       *
See the figure of Art. 456.   This follows from the result in Art. 451 by inversion                 j
•with regard to a point 0 on the axis.                                                                                  \
459.    Electricity on two spheres*.    Two electrified conducting spheres are in presence of each other;  it is required to find the resultant force due to their mutual action.    The spheres may be either insulated or maintained at a constant potential, say, by being joined to a distant large reservoir of electricity by a fine
wire.    The investigation depends on the following theorem.                                                  j
The electricity on a sphere (radius a) is maintained at constant potential and is in equilibrium under the action of any number of electrical points. Another electrical point A, charged with a quantity E of electricity, is placed at a distance x                 \
from the centre of the sphere.    The new distribution of electricity may be repre-                 j
sented by the addition of a layer on the sphere such that its potential plus that of                 |
the electrical point A is zero throughout the interior.    The potential of such a                 '
layer at all external points is the same as that of an electric particle J3'= -Ea/x placed at the image or inverse point of A. The increase in the quantity of electricity on the sphere is then E', Art. 402.                                                                      ;
If the sphere is insulated, the additional layer representing the change produced                 j
by A must be such that its mass is zero. The potential of this layer at any external point is equal to the sum of the potentials of two electric particles. One of these                 \
has a mass E'=* -Eajx and is to be placed at the image of A, the other has an equal and opposite mass and is to be placed at the centre. The potential inside the sphere is then increased by — E'Ja or E/x.
It is evident that the former case is less complicated than the latter. We shall therefore in the first instance suppose that both the spheres are maintained at constant potential, and finally deduce the case of insulation from the former.
460.    Let the radii of the spheres be a, 5, and let the distance between the
centres A$, JE?0 be c.    Since c is necessarily greater than either a or fc, we can                 ! express the force in a convergent series by regarding ajc and b/c as small quantities
of the first order.   Let the given potentials inside the spheres A, B be u, v.   If the                  •
distance c were very great the quantities of electricity on the spheres would be                 [
ua = E arid vb=F, and the mutual force of repulsion would be EF/c*.                                ,
The electrical point E placed at A0 will disturb the electricity on the sphere B. The external effect of this disturbance is represented by a mass particle placed at
the image AQ' of A0 with regard to the sphere B.    Since this mass is proportional                 j to E we represent it by EpQf.   In the same way the effect of the electrical point F
is represented by a mass particle Fq0' placed at 2>0' the image of L>0 with regard to                 j
the sphere A.    For another approximation we seek the images of AQ', BQ' and so on                  ,
continually.                                                                                                                           I
To fix our ideas, let 1, pQ', plt £>/, <£c. denote the masses of the series of which                  !
the first term is a mass unity placed at the centre A0.   Then pl, #2, &c. are within                  j
* The problem of determining the distribution of electricity over two spheres in presence of each other was attacked by Poisson in 1811, who expressed the results                  '
by definite integrals, see Mem. de VInstitut. There is a solution founded on the method of successive images by Kelvin, Phil. May. 1858, reproduced in his Payers on Electrostatics and Magnetism, page 86. In Maxwell's Electricity, edition of 1802,                  ;
page 281, there is a short discussion of KirchhoiTs results by J. J. Thomson.    He                  1
also gives references to other papers on this subject.    The principle of successive                  \
influences was first enunciated by Murphy in his treatise on Electricity, 1833. In the case of two equal spheres whose distance apart is 100 times either radius he                  j
finds the difference of densities at the ends of the symmetrical diameter.                                   !

